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NONPROFIT+

NONPROFITS

Nonprofit leaders must be
able to serve the mission
of the organization while
leading their business
into the future.

CHURCHES

Churches need visionary
leaders that can build the
organization according to
their biblical vision.

K-12 ACADEMICS

K-12 academics need
leaders that understand
the unique needs of the
school, students, faculty,
and staff.

FaithSearch Partners’ NonProfit+ practice serves the needs of nonprofits, ministries, churches,
and K-12 academic organizations by securing differential Christian leadership that will make
a longterm impact on their organization and the populations they serve. Mission-driven
organizations that focus on helping others require mission-focused leadership. Just as it
takes a special leader to run a nonprofit, a special executive search firm is needed to find
and secure the right leaders for each individual nonprofit organization.
We are uniquely positioned to lead your nonprofit executive search because like you,
we’ve dedicated our lives to serving others. Our NonProfit+ consultants bring 100+
years of executive search experience to clients who are drawn to our commitment
to delivering candidates with equal parts proven leadership experience and deep
alignment with your organizational mission, values, and culture.
We know nonprofit work. We excel at executive search.
And we live our faith.
Not only do all the members of our team who work on search
engagements have executive search experience, they have also served
nonprofits, ministries, churches, and K-12 academic roles.
We’ve been a leader in the faith-based executive search space for
the last 15 years and that is directly attributable to our people and
our faith. We don’t believe in hiring search consultants and teaching
them your industry. We believe in hiring experienced professionals from
your industry and teaching them executive search.

OUR PROCESS
Focus on your mission while we manage the search for your next leader.

ASSESS

We work to understand
your organization, then
develop a thorough
assessment and
candidate profile that will
guide your search.

GUIDE

Faith-based executive
search is what we do.
But we’re also experts in
higher education. Our
team is passionate about
leading your search.

SECURE

Anyone can recruit. We
use proprietary research
methods and proven
search processes to
identify leaders who will
impact your mission.

INDUSTRIES WE SERVE

THE FAITHSEARCH ADVANTAGE

HEALTHCARE
Our Healthcare service line traces
its roots back to 1990 and excels
in securing C-suite and senior
leaders for Christian healthcare
organizations.

FAITH
It’s part of our name, it’s who we
are. Our faith drives us and our
mission is to find leaders that fit
your organizational culture and
mission.

HIGHER EDUCATION
We’ve specialized in Higher
Education searches for 15 years and
our Higher Ed team has more than
60 years of combined experience in
academics.

EXPERIENCE
With more than 130 years of
combined experience, our team
is uniquely qualified to lead the
search for your next leader.

NONPROFIT+
Our Nonprofit+ team specializes in
executive searches for faith-based
nonprofits, ministries, churches,
and K-12 academic organizations.

EXPERTISE
We’re not head hunters, we’re
search process management
consultants with years of expertise
in your industry.

FAITHSEARCH CORPORATE
FaithSearch Corporate provides all
of our standard services, expertise,
and experience - for profit-based
organizations.

PROCESS
Our proven process has a 98%
success rate and will result in
differential leaders for your
organization.

FAITH FOCUSED
FaithSearch Partners is the only executive search firm in the U.S. focusing exclusively on serving faith-based higher
education institutions, nonprofits, ministries, churches, athletics organizations, and faith-oriented businesses. Based
in Dallas with locations in Houston, Atlanta, Denver, Birmingham, Spokane, Asheville, and Tyler, FaithSearch is able to
serve faith-based clients in all regions.
FaithSearch Partners manages the national search process from beginning to end using 130 plus years of collective
executive search experience and modern research to match proven vetted leaders with Christian organizations’
specific needs. We provide a proven, objective retained managed search process with a 98% success rate to augment
an organization’s search committee and talent identification process for greater fit, accuracy, and increased
accountability.
To learn more about FaithSearch Partners, visit faithsearchpartners.com or call 713.304.6870.
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